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Ways to Create 
EXCITING & 
ENGAGING 

THAT INCREASE

ATTENDANCE AND

RAISE MONEY 



WHY VIRTUAL? 

 After 2020 more and more people are attending events online. Now, almost anyone
can host and produce an online event. But the question is:
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In a world that’s affected by the COVID-19
pandemic, too many have had to make the
pivot and transition their event to a virtual
platform. In this somewhat uncomfortable
transition for many something incredible
happened!

Events across the globe started to see an
increase in attendance, an increase in global
reach, and sponsorship value available that
far exceeded an in-person event. All of it
leading towards one thing...

More Money!

 

How can you create a virtual event that’s exciting, engaging, making
you and your organization the toast of the town?

The short answer: "Give your attendees what they want and provide an avenue for them
to connect with each other"... But How? You have heard of others pulling if off but also
have attended a few belly flop events this last year as people have been trying to navigate
things on their own.

We get asked this all the time, and in the next few pages, we will give you 5 steps that will
provide you with the framework to ensure you are considering all areas of importance
when designing your virtual event along with a couple tips and tricks along the way. 
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Ask yourself what is valuable about this event

to your organization? ROI for an event can take

into it any number of things such as: 

Tips & Tricks

REVIEW YOUR
EVENT GOALS 
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Attendance count

Sponsor quantity

Sponsor dollars

Ticket sales

"Post-event assets such as
video footage that you can
edit down for future
marketing, sales, and
educational needs are often
left out. Don't miss out!
Everything has a value."
- Crystal Biringer

    "A goal without a plan is just a wish"

- Antonine de Sant

As you go through this process you may find

that your gut response is something like "to

host a fun event that our board and

supporters can attend"  Try to avoid this

thinking if you can and focus instead on

tangible trackable goals you can set.  

 Next, review your set goals. It is then that

you can step back and ask yourself what

are the requirements needed to achieve

them? This will be important in the

designing of your virtual event. If you

design your event virtual event to meet

your goals then you are setting yourself up

for success and already ahead of the pack

who is just taking what they did in person

online without those considerations and

missing opportunity. 

Marketing reach
Donation amount
Number of Exhibitors
and many more...
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Knowing your audience is the only way to

ensure you are able to market your virtual

event successfully but also to guarantee you

are building in the anticipated value they get

out of your event. Ask yourself the below

questions about your desired attendees:

Tips & Tricks

KNOW YOUR
AUDIENCE
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What age are they? (This can impact the

platform you choose or the amount of

attendee tech support include) 

Will many likely be attending on their

phones? Or computers? ( having a

platform that is easy to navigate on a

cellphone may be required) 

Why do they attend your event other

others? (Asking this question ensures you

will continue to stand out from the rest) 

What is the highest value they are getting

out of your event? (This may be more than

one thing but if you are migrating from in-

person to virtual and you don't deliver on

these in your new event design then you

may lose them)

1.

2.

3.

4.

"If you find yourself concerned
because one of the things

attendees find valuable is the
amazing food, drinks, and

socializing at a  VIP reception?
Have no fear, there are great

ways to be inventive and deliver
on this in an unexpected way "

- Martha Keele 

    "Don't find customers your products, find

products for your customers" - Seth Godin
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Your organization needs to produce and

deliver content that is useful and relevant

for your audience. It must be something

that can provide them a quick win or a sort

of escape from what's currently happening

in the world today. 

Tips & Tricks:

PROVIDE RELEVANT & 
USEFUL CONTENT

Address the environment your

attendees are experiencing head on

Bring in global presenters (accessibility

to them is higher than ever and you

can avoid travel expenses) 

Provide custom content targeted

toward your audience online to share

refreshing new and useful information   

Send out a pre-event questionnaire to

your key influencers asking "what

content don't you have access to that

you would find valuable" 

 This can be done in a few ways:

"Research other events
and do the best of your
ability ensure that you
are not competing with
them for the same
audience by dispensing
the same content."        
 - Martha Keele
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Once you have your list compiled of hot

topics to include go through them and

assess which ones align with your

organizations brand, then how many of

those might have a direct link to a

potential sponsor. That should be your

focus for your next event. 
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Now that you know what goals you need to

accomplish, and what attendee you are

designing for, you should have a list of

requirements that your program and your

platform need to achieve. This list may look

daunting because likely your first thought will

be ..."There is no way I can find something that

can do all of this." and your first instinct is to

start making sacrifices to your event. 

Tips & Tricks

CHOOSE THE
BEST PLATFORM
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"If you find yourself concerned
because one of the things

attendees find valuable is the
amazing food, drinks, and

socializing at a  VIP reception,
Hospitality boxes are a great

customizable way to make your
guests feel important"

- Crystal Biringer

 "Resist the urge!"
The simple fact is that you probably right on

the first account but now it's time to get

inventive and think outside the box. With the

plethora of event platforms that are out there

today, there are event more integrations you

can add that will allow you to customize your

event to do exactly what you need it to. 

    "The secret of change is to focus all of

your energy not on fighting the old but on

building the new" - Socrates

"Overwhelmed?" Just reach out. We are happy

to be your resource and offer 1-hour

consultations for free. Need more than that,

not a problem we are here to support you. 
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Ok, so you have identified your audience and

designed your virtual event to ensure you are

going to be set up for success in meeting

your goals now comes the juicy stuff. Most

event planners when they reach this stage

don't stop to consider... 

Tips & Tricks:

EXPAND YOUR REACH 
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" Pre-event content
marketing is key. Don't think
you can get away with the
minimum and be successful.
Draft a marketing plan for
your event and seek
professional support when
you need to" 
- Martha Keele

"Wait! Without travel and venue capacities,

if the location was not a factor then who

worldwide would this event appeal to?"

As you answer this question you might find

that your audience expands into other cities

or countries. Not only do you increase the

opportunity for ticket sales but now you have

expanded into a whole other arena of

interested sponsors. This is the diamond in

the rough of virtual events. The secret that

can take yours to the next level and should

not be overlooked!

Use your influencers to expand into those

markets if you can, it will give you automatic

credibility if people are familiar with them.

Make sure that you already have your event

website, date, and your event marketing plan

in progress before you do to set them, and

you up for success.



 (907) 302-2323

Events can be stressful, especially if it's all on your

plate. We are here for you for anything from a few

hours of consulting, to end-to-end event design,

virtual production, and management. 

Need Support? 

GalasGalasGalas   

Town HallsTown HallsTown Halls    
FundraisersFundraisersFundraisers

Strategic MeetingsStrategic MeetingsStrategic Meetings      

ConferencesConferencesConferences

Corporate BanquettesCorporate BanquettesCorporate Banquettes   
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We do it all...We do it all...We do it all...    

info@toastofthetownak.com


